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!""""""""

JACK FROST!"
SYNOPSIS!"
ACT ONE""

The audience is introduced to the town of Frozen Books, some of the salespeople who live within the town and 
the Town Mayor. A few kids ask Willy (the hot cocoa seller) if he can tell the story of Jack Frost. Willy agrees 
and tells the children that Jack Frost was born in the village. Jack had powers that allowed him to control the 
weather and he would use them to play tricks on the villagers. The villagers did not like this, particularly the 
Mayor. The Mayor sent Jack away to live in the mountains. Shortly after that Jack sent a snow storm to the 

town that has not ceased since. The kids leave with their families. Setta (Willy’s daughter) enters to walk home 
with him. The Bum (who sits on stage for the majority of the show) stands up and passes by Willy and Setta 
mumbling about the snow and Jack Frost. Before he leaves the Bum takes a scarf from around his neck and 

places it on Setta. Once Setta and Willy get home, Setta asks Willy what it was like in the spring. Willy tells her 
and she falls asleep. The scene shifts to show Jack Frost’s Lair where he sits reading a newspaper. He 

realizes the newspaper is from yesterday and calls for his Yetti assistants (who always speak in rhyme) to bring 
him a current one. The Yetti’s do and Jack learns the weather in Frozen Brooks is growing warmer. He is not 
sure how this is happening and asks the Yetti’s to go to the town to investigate. Back in the town everyone is 
happy that it is getting warmer. Setta arrives at the town square (again to walk home with Willy). John (the 

weatherman) comments that he can’t understand the change in temperature or what could be causing it. Willy 
asks Setta to go to the bakers and buy rolls for dinner. After she leaves Willy buys her a fishing pole as a 

surprise and heads home. Once the town square is cleared of villagers the Yetti’s enter. They don’t find any 
melting snow but they do find a red item sticking up into the air. They don’t know what it is and take it with them 

because they think it may be unique. Once the Yetti’s exist, Setta re-enters. She runs into a poor mother and 
her two children. The children explain they used to grow things from the garden to sell but they no longer can 
because of the cold. Setta says she can help. She gives them some rolls and asks the children to hold out a 
rather bare evergreen branch and snaps her fingers over it. The branch sprouts a flower. The Bum oversees 

this but no one else does besides him and the poor family. Back at Jack’s lair, Jack is in a bad mood. The 
Yetti’s decide to give him the item they found in the square to cheer him up. The item is a flower and this make 

Jack even more upset. He leaves his lair to investigate the town on his own. Just outside the village square 
Jack runs into Setta who is building a snowman. Setta realizes it’s Jack when he uses his powers to make her 
snowman grow larger. Setta wants to talk with him but Jack does not. The two have a battle of powers (Setta 
growing flowers, Jack shrinking them and causing snow). Jack hears other villagers coming and hides. While 

hidden he observes Setta being bullied by the local children. He considers helping her but does not. ""
ACT TWO""

Setta returns to the village square and attempts to buy matching mittens for the scarf the Bum gave her. The 
scarf seller explains that there are no mittens to match it as it was made over 10 years ago. Setta exclaims that 

if it keeps getting warmer she won’t need mittens anyway. She snaps her fingers a few times and the 
temperature rises. The scarf seller thinks she is being rude and the villagers exclaim that Setta doesn’t fit in 
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with the rest of the town after she exits. Back at Jack’s lair, the Yetti’s sit reading a newspaper. When Jack 

enters they show it to him and Jack learns the temperature raised 37 degrees overnight. Jack becomes very 
angry and leaves to see Isicle (the snow queen). Outside Isicle’s house, Jack explains to her about Setta. Isicle 
thinks the news is great as it means there is now a person with powers (like Jack) who lives in the village. She 

persuades him to make friends with Setta so the villagers will invite Jack back to the village as well. Jack 
recalls that the villagers were very mean to him as a child and would never allow him to return. Jack orders 
Isicle to use her powers to help him make it snow before storming off-stage. The snow storm works and the 

stage is covered with snow. The children in the village are happy because they were given a snow day and the 
Mayor boasts that it’s because of how great of a Mayor he is. Back at Willy and Setta’s house, Setta is sitting 
on the bed attempting to make her powers cease but every time she snaps she grows a flower, whether she 
wants to or not. Willy enters and Setta explains to him that she has special powers. Willy tells her that she 

should not have to hide her powers and should have told him sooner. Setta is excited and declares that she will 
tell the Mayor as well and help put an end to the never ending winter. Willy tries to stop her but she runs off 

before he can catch up. The Bum oversees their conversation. He walks over to the area where Setta grew a 
flower to show Willy. He snaps his fingers twice and the flower shrinks back down. Setta runs to the village 

square where the Mayor is now saying that people are no longer happy with the snow and is trying to get the 
weatherman to talk to Jack about stopping the snow storm. Setta interrupts saying she can help. She explains 
she has powers and shows them to the Mayor. Willy runs on stage but it is too late. The Mayor exclaims that 

Setta shall have to leave Frozen Brooks just like Jack. The village people disagree at first but the Mayor 
convinces them that Setta could use her powers for evil and they eventually fall in line with him. Jack enters 

and tries to talk some sense into the villagers. Jack says he will stop sending snow storms if they let Setta stay. 
The Mayor refuses his offer, being the only person with legal authority and demands they both leave the town. 
Jack reminds the Mayor that (his father) Father Winter has authority over the Mayor. The Bum reveals himself 
as Father Winter. Jack apologizes to the village for playing tricks and sending the never-ending winter and the 

villagers apologize to Jack, as does the Mayor (with some prodding). Setta returns the village to a state of 
spring. Jack and Setta become friends and promise to work in tandem to make sure the seasons come and 

leave as they should."""""""""""""""""""""""""
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SCENE BREAK DOWN!"

Full Running Time: 90-120 minutes (pending scene changes and intermission)""
SCENE 1: Village Square"
SCENE 2: Willy and Setta’s Home"
SCENE 3: Jack Frost’s Lair"
SCENE 4: Village Square (closing up for the day)"
SCENE 5: Jack Frost’s Lair"
SCENE 6: Just outside the Village Square""
INTERMISSION (suggested) - with many short scenes intermission can fall as needed for timing purposes""
SCENE 7: Village Square"
SCENE 8: Jack Frost’s Lair"
SCENE 9: Outside Isicle’s Home (in the mountains)"
SCENE 10: Village Square"
SCENE 11: Willy and Setta’s House"
SCENE 12: Village Square"""""" """""""""""""""""""""""""""
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CAST OF CHARACTERS!"

Flexible cast of 26 to 63 (5 M, 5 F, + 16 to 53 that can be either)."
Many of the roles can be combined, doubled or split into two roles for even more characters.""

LEAD and SUPPORTING ROLES""
SETTA (F)……………………………….Young girl with magic powers opposite Jack Frost’s. Cheerful and happy."
WILLY (M)……………………………….Cocoa salesman and Setta’s dad. Friendly. Village story-teller.""
JACK FROST (M)………………………Villain with magic powers. Cold and icy just as his name implies."
ISICLE (F)……………………………….Snow queen. Friends with Jack. Voice of reason."
BUM / FATHER WINTER (M)…………Jack’s dad in disguise. Acts insane but is actually just in hiding.""
INN KEEPER (E)……………………….Owns the Inn. Struggles to get business due to bad weather."
EVELYNN MAE (F)…………………….Editor and report for Snow Current Newspaper. Loves the snow."
SLED SELLER (E)……………………..Local seller of sleds, skates, snowshoes, etc."
CHIMNEY SWEEP (E)…………………Local chimney sweep. (Could be a kid.)"
SCARF SELLER (E)……………………Local scarf seller. Curt and somewhat rude to Setta."
BAKER (E)………………………………Local baker."
CANDY SELLER (E)……………………Local candy seller."
FISH SELLER (E)………………………Local fish seller. Friends with Willy. Likes Setta."
BARBER (E)…………………………….Local barber. "
JOHN (E)………………………………..Local weather man. Friends with Willy. Likes Setta.""
YOUNG JACK (M)……………………..Jack Frost before he became a villain. Has a temper."
YOUNG ISICLE (F)…………………….Young Isicle. Cheerful and happy. Tries to be Jack’s friend.""
MAYOR (M)……………………………..Comical and stuffy. Thinks highly of himself."
WIFE (F)…………………………………Mayor’s wife. Tends to ignore her husband."
JUNIOR (E)……………………………..Mayor’s child. Bully. Traditional a male character but could be either."
MAGS (E)…………………………….…Child. Bully. Traditional a female character but could be either.""
CHIEF (E)……………………………….Head of Jack Frost’s Yetti assistants. Speaks in rhyme."
YETTI 1 - 4 (E)………………………….Jack Frost’s Yetti assistants. Speak in rhyme. (YETTI 4 is not-so-smart.)""

ENSEMBLE ROLES""
NOTE: Salespeople (INN KEEPER, SLED SELLER, etc, can take on the Ensemble roles if needed for smaller 
cast sizes. Additional doubling is also be possible with WIFE, MAGS, JUNIOR, YOUNG JACK, YOUNG 
ISICLE, ISICLE and YETTIs.!"
VILLAGER 1 - 5 (E)……………………Villagers who live in Frozen Brooks. (VILLAGER 4-5  are featured.)""
GIRL 1 (E)……………………………….Child from Frozen Brooks. Sissy’s older sibling. Traditionally female."
SISSY (E)………………………………..Girl 1’s sibling. Has never heard of Jack Frost. Traditionally female."
KID 1 - 17 (E)……………………………Children from Frozen Books.""
MOTHER (could be FATHER) (E)…..Poor parent with two young children. Finds out about Setta’s powers."
CHILD 1 (E)……………………………Poor child. Finds out about Setta’s powers."
CHILD 2 (E)……………………………Poor child. Finds out about Setta’s powers."
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PERSON 1 - 10 (E)…………………..Villagers who live in Frozen Brooks. "" """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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SUGGESTIONS FOR SET PIECES!"

As much imagination and creative liberty can be taken with the sets for this production as is desired. Sets can 
be simple or complex pending your budget and performance space.""
VILLAGE SQUARE""
Cocoa Cart: A table or basket could be used instead of a cart if needed.""
Various Sales-Person Stands: Can be carts, tables, baskets, etc. A mix of all three tends to look nice and gives 
variation. EVELYNN does not need a stand as she can wander around with a notebook interviewing people. 
Traditionally the SCARF SELLER carries a basket with mittens, hats, etc. instead of having a stand. JOHN 
stands near the Thermometer Bell.""
Thermometer Bell: Ideally this is fairly large and a centerpiece of the town. It should be created so that a red 
strip can indicate the temperature as it raises and drops. If built as a tower or pendulum clock, a person can 
hide inside the clock to pull the red stripe up and down as needed.""
Additional recommended set pieces include a backdrop with a wintery village painted on it or house cut-outs 
with snow on them. Mounds of snow that flowers can pop out of are also important. If you have a larger budget 
a working fountain that looks iced over but begins to flow at the end of the show makes a really nice tech 
effect. (Line fountain pool with plastic so it does not leak on stage.)""
WILLY AND SETTA’S HOME""
Furniture: Small bed, crates or humble looking chairs, optional small table.""
JACK’S LAIR""
Thrown: Should be blue with icicles and snow on it. A small end table can sit nearby if desired.""
In general Jacks’ Lair can be elaborate or cold and barren so long as everything looks icy and covered in snow.""
OUTSIDE VILLAGE SQUARE""
Stage can be very similar to Village Square but should not have carts, tables, etc. for sales-people. Mounds of 
snow should be present as well as at least one snowman. ""
OUTSIDE ISICLE’S HOME""
Dressing can be simple and should include large piles of snow. If your budget and performance space allow a 
miniature ice castle in the background makes a nice addition to this scene."" """"""""
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TECH ELEMENTS!"

Should you have questions about ways to accomplish the special effects (particularly on a small budget) 
please email us at playsforlargecasts@gmail.com with your specific questions""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
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JACK FROST!"

SCENE 1!"
The Village Square. The lights rise to reveal the chilly city square of a town named Frozen Brooks. Everything 
is drenched in a soft blue light, with a vibrant sapphire stretched across the backdrop. The front corners of the 
apron are occupied with small village homes and quaint store-fronts. The buildings are fairly tall and lean with 
detailed doors, windows and partial roofs. Icicles may hang from every roof-top and one of the taller buildings 
reads “Snowed Inn” on its sign. A large weather thermometer also occupies the stage. It resembles the look of 
a tall pendulum clock but with a thermometer where the pendulum should be and an old fashioned bell where 
the clock should go. Towards the back of the stage (located near the mid) is a large rock structure with a 
mountainous ambiance. It is a combination of platforms and steps that protrude towards center, creating the 
traditional styled look of a small village square. The town gives off an olden day aura, but it is clearly operating 
within its own time. In the center of the stage there may sit a small fountain with wishing pond that has been 
frozen mid-run. A cart or two may be visible as well as a street-lamp. A sign sits up-stage-center. The words; 
“Welcome to Bubbling Brooks” are written across it, however “Bubbling” has been crossed out and replaced 
with “Frozen”.!"
The lights come up and the stage bursts to life.""
SCARF SELLER: Hats for sale! Knit mittens! Crocheted scarves!! 
WILLY: Get your cocoa here! Hot and steamy!! 
BAKER: Buttered bread! Fresh, baked rolls!! 
CANDY SELLERS: Licorice! Lollypops and chocolate! 
SLED SELLER: Toboggans! Get your snowshoes here! 
CHIMNEY SWEEP: Chimney specials! Two fireplaces for the price of one!""
MAYOR: (Entering with his wife, MARJORIE, and two children, JUNIOR and MAGS.) Look at this Marjorie! Not 
even the weather can conquer this town's spirit!"
MARJORIE: Yes, dear."
MAYOR: I tell you, I haven't seen the town this happy since we got the new fish thawing machine."
MARJORIE: That's nice, dear."
MAYOR: It's like I always say, rid the town of mischief, keep the people happy and the weather goes unnoticed."
MARJORIE: Dear, you've never uttered that sentence in your life."
MAYOR: (Ignoring her.) Charlie! Have you met my children yet?""
EVELYNN MAE: (To BUM.) Good morning, Sir. (Introduction.) Evelynn Mae, “Snow Current.” How do you feel 
about all this fabulous snow!?"
BUM: Snow? Snow... Snow!"
EVELYNN MAE: (Steps towards BUM.) Yes, sir, we've determined that it's snow. What we would like to know is 
how you feel about it."
BUM: Ice!"
EVELYNN MAE: (Steps towards BUM.) Ice, Sir? (To cameraman writing in a notebook.) Was that “ice” or 
“nice”?"
BUM: Ice! Ice! Ice!"
EVELYNN MAE: Ah, yes, that's stupendous. (To cameramen.) Get a picture of me next to the bum."
BUM: Ice! ICE! ICE! ICE! ICE!""
EVELYNN takes a few steps towards the BUM and slips and falls on a patch of ice.!"
EVELYNN MAE: Ahhhhh! (Falls. Cameraman helps her up.) "
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INN KEEPER: (Wrapping her cloak tighter around her.) Vvvvrrrrfff. Colder than usual this morning."
WILLY: (Happily. Breathing in the air.) Mmmmm. Isn't it! Good for business."
INN KEEPER: Maybe, for you. Who wants to visit a town with a thermometer stuck below zero?"
WILLY: (Playful. Pointing to self.) Me."
INN KEEPER: I should say you would. T'would take a crazy person to come to this town."
WILLY: Calling me crazy? (Joking around.) Well, I'll just take my cocoa elsewhere then."
INN KEEPER: (Distraught.) I'm afraid you may have to. This weather may be good for your business but it's 
deadly to mine."
WILLY: Then it's on me today!"
IN KEEPER: (Grateful.) Thank you, but I'll make due."
WILLLY: How many visitors ya' got this mornin'?"
IN KEEPER: Just one."
WILLY: Well, you won't have any if they freeze before breakfast. (Handing her the bottle of Cocoa.)"
INN KEEPER: (Humbly.) Thank you."
WILLY: All in a day’s work.""
The INN KEEPER smiles at WILLY and rushes back inside to the warmth of the Inn. WILLY crosses to JOHN 
the Weatherman.!"
WILLY: How's that thermometer looking, John?"
JOHN: Same as always. Stuck at zero."
WILLY: Think there'll be any movement today?"
JOHN: Could be. But not the type we want."
WILLY: That bad?"
JOHN: (Pointing to the air.) If something doesn't change in that atmosphere, and I mean quick, there's a good 
chance she’ll hit ten below zero by noon. (There is the ring of a bell as the thermometer lights up and the red 
strip drops a degree.) See what I mean? The report’s the same every day. Cold."
VILLAGER 4: (Approaching with VILLAGER 5 during the last line.) Just because you get the weather right, it 
doesn't mean we want to hear it."
VILLAGER 5: Why can't you do your job like every other weatherman?"
JOHN: How's that?"
VILLAGER 5: Every once in a while, when you predict the weather...get it wrong! (VILLAGERS 4 and 5 move 
on to another stand.)"
WILLY: (Chuckling.) I still like ya, John. Even if ya' are always right! ""
Two young children approach WILLY’s cart. He instinctively notices them and shouts their way.!"
WILLY: Mornin', kids! (Crossing to the cart.)  What can I get ‘ya?"
GIRL 1: Two cocoas please."
WILLY: Alright, two cocoas it is. With extra marshmallows I think! (He hands them the cocoas.) Now, you two 
stay warm. The cocoa thermometer may be high but the wind-chill is low."
GIRL 1: Don't worry. Mom put me in charge. (To her sister.) Come along now, Sissy. Button up! You don't want 
Jack Frost to get you!"
SISSY: Jack Frost? Who's Jack Frost?""
KID 7: (Overhearing the last line.) You’ve never heard of Jack Frost?""
(SISSY shakes her head no.)!"
KID 1: (Joining the conversation.) My brother said that he's a monster!"
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SISSY: (Scared.) A monster?"
KID 2: Well, he's mean."
KID 1: He is?"
JUNIOR: (Entering the conversation with MAGS.) I heard he ate a girl. Didn’t you hear that, Mags?"
MAGS: Yup, sure did! "
KID 3: That isn't true."
KID 2: I bet he looks evil!"
SISSY: But is he scary and mean?"
KID 4: I've never seen him."
KID 5: Willy would know."
KID 6: Willy knows everything there is to know about Jack Frost."
SISSY: He does?"
KID 2: (Stepping towards WILLY.) Tell us, Willy!"
WILLY: Tell you what?"
KID 8: Tell us the story of Jack Frost!"
KIDS: Please, Willy? I want to hear it. It's my favorite story. Tell us, Willy."
WILLY: (Scratching his head.) Oh, come now, you don't want to hear that old tale again? You all know that 
story by heart!"
GIRL 1: But Sissy hasn't heard it yet."
WILLY: She hasn't? (SISSY shakes her head no.) Well in that case...""
All of the children on stage, and perhaps a few extras who have only just entered, gather around WILLY as he 
begins to tell the tale. The commotion in the village settles down as WILLY begins to speak.!"
WILLY: Gather around and lend me your ear"
because there is a story you’re about to hear""
SISSY: Is Jack Frost big and scary?"
GIRL 1: It's not polite to interrupt"
SISSY: But is he tall and hairy?""
WILLY: If you listen you’ll know soon enough. Now, many years ago, Jack Frost lived in the city of Bubbling 
Brooks. ""
KID 1: Before all of the ponds were frozen over. "
WILLY: That’s right. He was a kid just like the rest of you. "
KID 2: But he had secret powers right."
WILLY: He did. Jack had the power to control the weather. He could make the wind grow cold and make snow 
fall from the sky. ""
KIDS: Whoa! Neat! I wish I could do that!""
WILLY: Jack liked to play tricks on the people of the town. He would freeze the river while the fisherman were 
trying to fish or change the spring rain to snow with the snap of his fingers. Now, I don’t think he meant any 
harm by it, but the people of the town didn’t think it as as funny as Jack. Jack didn’t understand the 
responsibilities that came along with his powers."
KID 3: But why did he make it winter all year long?"
WILLY: Well, no one knows the real answer to that question, but if I had to guess I would say it was probably 
part of a misunderstanding - ""
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MAYOR: (Interrupting WILLY.) Oh, no it wasn’t! Don’t let him confuse you. I knew Jack could not be trusted the 
moment I laid eyes on him. He was always different, evil, and there was nothing we could do to change it."
KID 4: Is that why you sent him to live on that mountain, Mr. Mayor."
MAYOR: Of course it is."
KID 5: But that didn’t stop Jack from making it winter year round. "
KIDS: Yeah! That doesn’t make sense. Why is it always winter?"
MAYOR: Your questions are valid, but I ask you this. If Jack can still make it cold and snowy from up on that 
mountain, imagine how much worse the weather may be if he lived in the city, right there, or over there!"
KIDS: He’s right! It could be even colder. I’m glad Jack got banished. "
MAYOR: (Proudly.) So, really, I’m the hero in this story. "
WILLY: I don’t remember saying -"
MAYOR: It’s what I said and I’m the Mayor. Now run along, the lot of you. Best to get in doors before Jack 
sends the next cold front. ""
The MAYOR makes some wind noises and moves about the kids trying to scare them off. All of the children run 
along to their parents. Most exit shortly after.!"
MAYOR: Great story, Willy. (Oblivious that WILLY doesn’t care for him.) We should tell it together more often. 
Well, I’m off to my lodge on lake. Junior, Mags, time to go. (They exit.)!"
A few villagers remain on stage, but not as many as there was at the opening. As the last of the kids exit, Setta 
enters and approaches the cocoa stand.!"
SETTA: (Happily.) One cocoa, please."
WILLY: Setta! You shouldn't be out in this weather. You'll catch a cold again."
SETTA: I wanted to come and visit you."
WILLY: (Slightly scolding.) You’re supposed to be home resting. "
SETTA: But I’m not tired. (Happy.) And I’m feeling much better! Not sick at all! Can I go to the brook and ice-
fish with the other kids? Please?"
WILLY: Setta, we’ve been through this. Do you remember what happened the last time you went to visit the 
brook?"
SETTA: (Saddened.) I had a coughing spell, and it got the other kids sick. (Happy again.) But I haven’t had one 
of those in days!"
WILLY: Ya’ know, I think you may be the only kid in Frozen Books who actually enjoys sitting out in the cold!"
SETTA: That’s because I never get to do it. I bet if you let me stay outside for hours and hours, I’d get bored. 
Then I’d hate the cold and you’d be happier because I’d complain about it, just like all the other kids! Please, 
please, please can I go!"
WILLY: Not until your cough is gone. "
SETTA: (Sad.) Okay."
WILLY: Come on, let’s head home. The village square is almost empty and the weatherman said it would 
probably get much colder this afternoon."
SETTA: Maybe the weatherman's got it wrong this time. Maybe the sun will come out, and it will start to be 
spring again! (Cough, cough.)"
WILLY: The weatherman in this town never gets it wrong. (The wind blows and Setta and Willy both shiver.) 
See what I mean.""
As WILLY finishes speaking him and SETTA begin to pack up shop and small snowflakes fall from the sky. The 
BUM, who has remained in the corner of the stage, rises and begins to cross center.!"
BUM: Snow? Snowing... Jack! Jack? Colder...coooolder. (He takes his scarf off and puts it around Setta's 
neck.) Colder, colder. Colder! Jack. Jack."
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WILLY and SETTA look at each other, then watch as the BUM wanders away and the lights go down.!"

SCENE 2!
WILLY and SETTA’s house. The lights come up on the stage and focus on the interior of a small and humble 
home that has either opened up from a house or been rolled onto the stage. It is nothing to look at, rather 
simple and plain with a miniature table and two crates for chairs. One small bed sits off to the side. SETTA is 
sitting cross legged in it, a book open in her lap. WILLY sits at the table drying off recently washed cocoa jugs. !"
SETTA: Papa?"
WILLY: Yes, Setta."
SETTA: Is it true what they say in these books? About spring?"
WILLY: Of course it is."
SETTA: Then how come I’ve never seen it?"
WILLY Because you’re only ten. And since the day you were born it’s been winter in Frozen Brooks. "
SETTA: I wish I were eleven then!"
WILLY: (Crossing to the bed and sitting down, upstage of SETTA.) Even if you were eleven, or twelve, I doubt 
you’d remember what it was like in the spring."
SETTA: Do you remember?"
WILLY: Like it was yesterday."
SETTA: (Leaning against WILLY, tired.) What was it like?"
WILLY: It wasn’t cold. Or snowy. There was green grass everywhere, leafs on trees and flowers that popped 
up, right out the ground. "
SETTA: What made the flowers come up?  
WILLY: The sun, and rain."
SETTA: (Not sure if she believes him.) Really?"
WILLY: Of course! What else would make them appear."
SETTA: I guess I’m not sure. (Sleepily.) Did people like them? The flowers?"
WILLY: Yes. I think so."
SETTA: Papa?"
WILLY: Yes, Setta."
SETTA: If it were to be spring again, and my cough went away. Do you think I could go fishing and ice-skating 
and play with the other kids?"
WILLY: Setta."
SETTA: Just pretend it happened. Could I?"
WILLY: (Carefully at first, letting her know it’s a big “if”.) If it was spring, and your cough went away, I suppose 
there wouldn’t be anything to stop you."
SETTA: (Falling asleep.) I’m going to dream that it’s spring then! And I’m at the brook. Except it’s not frozen 
over. And I’m playing outside. And there are other kids there. And they’re playing too. And (Cough, cough, 
cough.)"
WILLY: (Whispering.) I’ll add some more coal to the fire. ""
The lights begin to fade. As they do, there is the sound of a bell and perhaps a short melody. The thermometer 
on the side of the stage begins to glow. The audience watches as the strip of red that sits at zero begins to rise 
to the two-degree mark. The bell chimes again and the entire stage fades back to dark.!"

SCENE 3!
Jack Frost’s Lair. The layout of the stage has changed around. While the mountainous rock and step structure 
remains, the large flights of stairs on either side of the stage have been covered by tall pillars of stone. Around 
the stage sit other stone fragments. Some shaped like platforms, others just rocks, creating the look of a 
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mountainous dwelling. There may be some furniture on the stage as well, a thrown made of ice and perhaps a 
small table.!"
JACK: (Reading the newspaper.) “Below zero by noon.” Invigorating. Stupendous. It's exactly how I planned it. 
(Jack looks down at the paper smiling, then his face turns to a sudden scowl and slowly raises to the 
audience.) Impeccable! Absurd! (Calling off stage.) CHIEF!  ""
CHIEF: (Entering, cheery.) Hello, sir. What's your grief?"
JACK: This newspaper is from yesterday."
CHIEF: Did you forget the bill to pay?"
JACK: (Snarling.) No."
CHIEF: Soooooooo?"
JACK: How do you expect me to remain up to date, if the papers you swipe are not even current?"
CHIEF: I wouldn't."
JACK: You wouldn't?"
CHEIF: I shouldn't."
JACK: (Fed up.) Bring me the paper from today."
CHIEF: Oh yes, Sir. Right away!""
As CHIEF turns to exit, three more Yettis enter. One of them carries a newspaper in hand. They enter with 
such speed that the first in line runs into CHIEF, each bumping into the other like dominoes. (They are all 
dressed relatively the same, though each may have a distinguishing feature that allows the audience to tell 
them apart. Perhaps one has slightly dark fur, another may have large ears. YETTI 3 has absurdly large feet.) 
JACK FROST groans audibly.!"
JACK: (As the YETTIs right themselves.) Dense. Deficient. (After the YETTIs are gathered.) Well?"
YETTI 1: Jack, there is something we must tell, about the village's new cold-spell."
YETTI 2: We were outside the Snowed Inn motel, when we heard the ring of the thermometer bell."
YETTI 1: So we ran back here, to you, to tell."
YETTI 3: Then we fell."
JACK: A ring from the thermometer bell. The last blizzard must have gone better than expected. The village 
must be shivering from head to toe. Tell me. Is the wind nipping at their little toeses, are icicles hanging from 
the little boy's noses? Is it getting so cold, they can barely cope?!"
YETTI 3: (Excited.) Nope!"
JACK: Nope? Nope? What do you mean, nope?"
CHEIF: Now, Sir, there's no need to mope."
YETTI 1: We believe there still is hope."
JACK: Dilute your incessant rhyming and tell me what is going on."
CHIEF: (Reading from the newspaper s/he carries.) It seems the cold-spell is-"
YETTI 3: (Grabbing the paper from YETTI 1.) All gone!"
JACK: Give me that. (Grabbing the paper away.) “Evelyn Mae.” (Look of disgust. Mimicking.) “Evelyn Mae 
reporting from Frozen Brooks! The land of the fabulous ice and snow.  After a drop in the temperature early last 
morn, it seems that the thermometers are (Back to his voice.) beginning to thaw. Highs expected above zero 
for the first time in a decade.” Hhhhuhh... “Temperatures predicted to rise throughout the week.” How is that 
possible?! I choose the temperatures! I control the WEATHER!"
CHEIF: Now, now, stay put together."
JACK: How do you expect me not to get mad?"
CHIEF: I'm sure it's not entirely bad."
JACK: Will you please, stop that rhyming!"
CHEIF: Maybe the cold-spell just came with bad timing."
JACK: Unthinkable. Absurd. I won't accept it!"
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CHIEF: There's no need to throw a fit."
JACK: What I need, is for the weather out there, to be freezing. It's infeasible."
YETTI 3: Unseasonal."
JACK: (Trying to come up with a word that YETTI 3 can't find a rhyme for.) Impossible!"
YETTI 3: Not-optimal."
JACK: Impractical."
YETTI 3: Though tactical."
JACK: (Proud.) Insurmountable."
YETTI 3: (Thinking a moment, then responding.) Unaccountable."
JACK: Hhhhhuuhhh! It's, it's just absurd!"
YETT 3: Woooooord!"
JACK: I sent a wind into that valley yesterday that should have last an entire week."
CHIEF: Perhaps it died down before its peak."
JACK: (Growing very angry, moving towards CHIEF.) Are you trying to insinuate that my powers are growing 
dull, becoming lost."
CHIEFF: (Trying to cheer him up and de-escalate the situation.) You can't have a winter without Jack Frost!"
JACK: No, you can't. Can you? (Pause.) Who cares what a silly little newspaper says, I’m sure the cold-front 
will be back by tonight? Am I right?"
YETTIS: Right!"
JACK: I mean, I'm practically the one who runs this town. The mayor, the weatherman, Evelyn Mae, they all 
owe their success to me."
CHIEF: That's right, Sir, we entirely agree!"
JACK: (Cocky.) There is no winter without Jack Frost, and there is no summer with him. This weather report is 
completely made-up. It's ridiculous. Nonfactual. Where is the proof?"
YETTI 2: It is a spoof."
JACK: Still. If there is truth in it, all my plans will be un-made. You'll have to investigate. Visit the village and act 
as my spy."
CHIEF: If the weather is warming, we'll find out why."
JACK: Good. Then go. (The YETTIs remain un-moved.) Now!""
The Yetti standing furthest from the exit makes to leave. He/she runs into the back of the YETTI closest to him/
her who has not moved. Domino effect ensues again.!"
JACK: (The YETTI's gather themselves and exit). For the villagers sake, they'd better hope this is a lie."
YETTIS: Why?"
JACK: Auuuuuuuugggg!""

Scene 4!
The Village Square. The set remains the same as it was in scene one, except the hustle and bustle of the 
village has ceased and there is a large red flower growing ominously out of a snow mound. A few of the stands 
have signs that say closed on them. Areas of the stage may be in dimmer light, giving the impression that it is 
late in the day. The stage is empty of its normal crowds except for a few people who are closing up shop and 
the BUM who sits on one side of the stage, asleep. !"
WILLY: (Handing her a few jugs of cocoa.) Here ya’ are one for each member of the family?"
SLED SELLER: Thanks, Willy! (Shuffling through hand-bag or money pouch.) "
WILLY:  Ya’ know, with the weather warming, and the increased number of villagers in the square, this washed 
up cocoa man didn’t do half bad today. How’d the extra crowds treat you this morning?"
SLED SELLER: Not too bad! You wouldn’t believe the way these sleds are selling. Just the slightest raise in 
the temperature and more kids are playing outside then ever before. "
WILLY: Glad to hear it!"
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SLED SELLER: The only problem is, with the way things are looking, I may be out a job before the end of the 
week."
FISH MAN: I’ll be trading in my fish thawing machine for a fish cooling device."
CHIMNEY SWEEPER: Good-bye chimney sweeping, hello window washing!"
JOHN: I may actually get to report rain again."
BARBER: Someone might finally let me shave their beard!"
FISH SELLER: (Nonchalant.) I’ll send my wife to ya’ first thing in the mornin’!""
Everyone laughs. The sales-people continue to pack up shop and a few exit as SETTA skips on stage.!
 !
JOHN: (To SETTA.) Come to walk your father home?"
SETTA: (Giving WILLY a hug.) Sure did!"
JOHN: (Playful.) He’ll be needing the extra protection. (Confused.) I can’t make any sense out of these reports. 
Something strange is happening."
WILLY: What d’ya mean?"
JOHN: Well, every bit of research I do, is telling me the weather should be growing colder. I keep crunching the 
data, but it comes out the same every time. Frozen Brooks was supposed to get a snowstorm this week. 
There’s no doubt about it. And instead of never-ending drifts of snow, the temperature raises two degrees. "
SETTA: I like the warm temperatures! 
JOHN:  I don’t disagree. I just don’t understand how it’s happening."
WILLY: Seems to me the answer is obvious."
JOHN: Yeah, what’s that?  
WILLY: Your report says one thing and the weather does the opposite. You’re finally turning into a real 
weatherman!"
JOHN: (Laughs.) I’m calling it a night. Take care Willy, Setta. (Exits.)"
SETTA: Sweet dreams."
FISHERMAN: I think I’ll be turning in too."
WILLY: Say, Sam? Could you hold on a moment. (To SETTA.) Would you mind running to the bakers quick? I 
think I’d like some fresh rolls for dinner."
SETTA: Sure!"
WILLY: Come straight home afterwards."
SETTA: I will! (Exits.)""
FISH SELLER: What can I do ya’ for."
WILLY: I was wondering if I could pick up a fishing pole. For Setta."
FISH SELLER: Sure thing! What type of bait will ya’ need?"
WILLY: (Chuckling.) Not the live kind. The kid’ll only fish with corn. "
FISH SELLER: Can’t say I’m surprised there. How about this one. (Hands him a hand carved fishing pole.) 
Carved it myself just yesterday. "
WILLY: It’ll be perfect. "
FISH SELLER: Ya’ gonna need any frying pans?"
WILLY: I don’t think so. On the off-chance she catches something, I’m half worried she’ll want to keep it as a 
pet. (Laughs. Pushing his cart off-stage.)""
The FISH SELLER finishes packing up quickly and follows WILLY off stage. After the two men exit, a small 
group of YETTIs sneak on from the other side, stopping center.!"
CHIEF: Now remember, Jack's looking for evidence that it's getting warmer?"
YETTI 1: Should we look for a body of water?"
CHIEF: I think it would take more than a day, for the brook to thaw out in that way."
YETTI 2: Then what do we look for, I don't know!"
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YETTI 1: Maybe something that's half water, half snow."
CHIEF: We should search for that gushy mush. I think I heard Jack call it slush. Let's start by looking apart."
YETTI 1: Great idea! 
CHIEF: Ready? Start!""
As he YETTIs break up to look around the stage a short melody could begin to play. Each heads out in a 
different direction, looking for water in ridiculous places. After a few moments, YETTI 2 speaks.!"
YETTI 2: (Bouncing up and down, hardly able to contain it.) Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, ohh!"
YETTI 1: What is it? Melting snow?"
YETTI 2: Definitely not. Nope. No."
YETTI 1: Is it ice? Does it have a glare?"
YETTI 2: Nope. It's sticking up in the air."
YETTI 1: Are you sure?  Show me where."
YETTI 2: Across the sidewalk, over there."
YETTI 1: If it isn't snow, what could it be?"
YETTI 2: I don't know. Let's go see.""
YETTIs 1 and 2 head across the stage to look at the “something” which is, in fact, a large flower, while CHIEF 
and YETTI 3 remain where they are.!"
YETTI 1 and 2: (In awe.) Yeeeeeeeeet-teeeeea!"
YETTI 1: What could it be? It's not snow."
YETTI 2: Don't ask me? I don't know."
YETTI 1: It seems a strange thing to keep in a city."
YETTI 2: Yeah, but look. It's soooooo pretty."
YETTI 1: It is quite lovely, beyond belief."
YETTI 2: (Plucking up the flower.) Come on, let's go show the Chief. (YETTIs 1 and 2 cross the stage heading 
towards CHIEF. Once they get there YETTI 3 has also gathered back to the group. Holding up the flower for 
the others to see.) Look, Chief! It's so pretty!"
CHIEF: But it isn't slush. So what a pity."
YETTI 2: I think I'll keep it anyway. Did your search go okay?"
CHIEF: (Happy.) I couldn’t find a sign of slushy snow."
YETTI 1: Jack will be so happy when we let him know!"
CHIEF: (Beginning to exit with the other YETTIs.) Did you find any evidence that it might be spring?"
YETTI 2: (Still holding up flower.) Nope. Not a single thing.""
The YETTIs exit. From the opposite side of the stage, or perhaps the house, a mother and her two children 
make their way onto the stage. They are dressed in beggar’s clothes and carry a basket of rather bare leaves. 
SETTA enters from the other side of the stage carrying a small basket of bread.!"
CHILD 1: (Stepping towards SETTA, while holding up what appears to be a tree-branch with most of the leaves 
missing.) Please, Miss, buy a leaf?"
CHILD 2: Please?"
CHILD 1: We know they aren't much to look at."
CHILD 2: Mother used to sell hundreds of pretty things from her garden, before Mr. Frost made it winter all 
year round."
SETTA: They're beautiful. But, I'm afraid I haven't any money left over."
CHILD 2: Please, Miss?"
MOTHER: (To the children.) Come along, children. (To SETTA.) We're sorry to disturb you. Pleasant, evening. 
(The mother and her children make to leave.)"
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SETTA: (Taking a few steps then turning around.) Why are you still out selling? There's never any villagers in 
the square this late."
CHILD 1: You’re out, Miss."
SETTA: I suppose I am, aren’t I? But not usually. I just had to pick up some fresh bread."
CHILD 2: I’m hungry!"
MOTHER: (Softly.) Hush."
SETTA: Hungry?"
MOTHER: (Soft smile.) To be honest, Miss, we barely make enough each day to eat. We always stay out till 
sunset, just in case someone wanders by."
CHILD 1: You're the first villager we've seen in hours."
SETTA: I am?"
MOTHER: Yes. (To her children.) Come now children, we best be getting home."
CHILD 1: But, Mama."
MOTHER: No arguing. The newspaper said the cold-front is over (Pointing to thermometer.) and the 
temperature on the thermometer is up. Tomorrow will be a better day. (They begin to exit.)!
SETTA: Wait, take some of these rolls for your dinner tonight."
CHILD 2: Thank you!"
SETTA: I think I may be able to help you get your garden growing again soon as well. But if I help you, you 
have to promise not to tell."
CHILD 1: We promise."
SETTA: Could I see that branch a moment?""
CHILD 1 hands the branch in her hand over to SETTA. SETTA closes her eyes and holds her hand over the 
top of the leaves. Then she snaps her fingers. As she does this, a bright red flower blooms from the center of 
the branch. The BUM shuffles around, obviously awake.!"
BUM: (Sits up, giddy.) Whoooooooa! (Slumps back down in a heap of sleep.)""
The lights fade.!"
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